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JAYCO J-POD
Jayco J-Pod Sport has been designed with simple adventure in mind: just pack and go, and enjoy
the freedom to change your plans at the last moment. With the tare weight of approximately
only 790 kg, Jayco J-Pod Sport is easy to tow behind your average sedan or small SUV and is
great in fuel economy.
It is anything but lightweight in clever inclusions:
n

Space-saving slide-out kitchen that includes a sink and tap

n

100 Ah battery to keep you powered on your travels

n

LED reading lights use less energy

n

double-glazed windows help to keep temperature comfortable and to minimise noise.

Jayco J-Pod Sport comfortably sleeps two in a double bed with innerspring mattress and comes
complete with an attachable tent to sleep more people or for use as an outdoor room.
It is fully equipped to carry a kayak or surfboard and a bike on the roof, which means hitting the
road and fulfilling the desire for travel and adventure is made easy.
If freedom and spontaneity is how you like to travel – J-Pod Sport is the caravan made for you.
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“We love taking off on adventure with no set plans allowing more
freedom & spontaneity. Our J-Pod works for us because it’s light
and compact, but still has everything we need. We use our J-Pod
nearly every weekend as it suits our carefree lifestyle.”
Deena Currie, NSW

WHY BUY JAYCO?

JAYCO J-POD FEATURES
Standard

Buying a new van, trading in or servicing the
one you have, for 44 years, Australians have
trusted Jayco with their holiday memories.

CONSTRUCTION

EXTERIOR GENERAL (Continued)

Chassis - Hot-dip galvanised

Tap - 12v pump to sink

Suspension - axle & leaf springs

Tent - rear extension

Walls - fully insulated Tough Frame, hail & dent resistant

Water Tank - 1 x 45L underfloor with guard

EXTERIOR GENERAL

Wheels - 14” 185/70R14 with single spare

12 Volt - 100Ah Battery

Wheels - nitrogen filled

Lights - Annex

INTERIOR GENERAL

Awning

12 volt - Dedicated power to fridge

External Kitchen with Sink

Control Panel - CoastRV Gauge

BETTER VALUE

Gas Bayonet

Furrion Bluetooth Speaker Dock

Gas Bottle - 1 x 4kg Fixed

Fridge - Sphere 45 Litre

Grey fibreglass wall construction

Lights - Bedside reading lights

Power - 12v External Outlet socket

Lights - Ceiling LED

As the largest Australian RV manufacturer,
Jayco has a great buying power and passes
the savings on to our customers, delivering
more features for less.

Power - 12v External Solar input

Lights - Rear door light

Power - 12v Water Pump

Power - 12v Internal outlet x 3

Power - 240V weatherproof outlet

Storage - under bed tubs

Roof rack

SAFETY

Storage - Front tool box

Electric Brakes

Storage - Side access door

Water Filler - lockable

AUSTRALIAN MADE
Designed and built by Australians, for
Australians to take on the Australian
terrain, all Jayco RVs proudly wear the
Australian-made logo.

NATIONWIDE SUPPORT
With 29 authorised Jayco dealers and
100+ service agents around the country,
Jayco’s support network is the most
comprehensive in Australia.

JAYCO CARE

SP.19

Jayco’s industry-leading customer care
comprises of 2-year manufacturing
warranty and 5-year structural
warranty. Each new Jayco RV comes with
complimentary 3 years of 24/7 Jayco
Roadside Assist for peace of mind.

Body Length

2850mm

Interior Length

2680mm

Travel Length

4075mm

Travel Height

2085mm

GREAT RESALE VALUE

Interior Height

1295mm

Travel Width

1860mm

Jayco RVs keep their value exceptionally
well and are considered to be a longterm investment. To help you get the
best value, list your Jayco for free on
jayco.com.au.

Towball Weight (Approx)

88kg

Tare Weight (Approx)

790kg

The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van.
It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.
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OTHER PRODUCTS IN OUR RANGE

Jayco Caravans

Jayco Pop Tops

Jayco Sport & Adventure

JAYCO.COM.AU
1300 JAYCO RV

Jayco Camper Trailers

Jayco Motorhomes

Join our communities:
share your Jayco roadtrip with us
on Facebook and Instagram
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